
Spelling Resource Term 2  Week 4 

Monday 18th May 

Long ‘o’ sound as in nose.  
The ‘e’ makes the vowel say its name (the long sound).  

 

For example not  becomes note.   
 

Write words that rhyme with the first word in each column to finish the table. 

hose stone rope 

   r    c    h 

   n    b    m 

  cl    l   sl 

  ch  thr  sc 
 

How many other words can you find where ‘e’ at the end of the word makes 

the ‘o’ say its name (the long sound). Start your own list. 

 

 

Missing Letters   

Complete the words in the list. The sentences will give you a clue.  

_ i _ e          Sam will _______ his bike to the soccer game. 

 

_ _ a _ e      Let’s ________ on the ice. 

 

_ _ o _ e      Dad cooked dinner on the _______. 

 

_ i _ e           Ella likes to fly her _____ on windy days. 

 

_ a _ e          Did you win your _______ ? 

 



Individual Spelling 

Add your individual spelling from your writing to the table below. Remember 

to add the Thursday words from last week on Mondays too.    

On a separate piece of paper, see how many different suffixes you can add to 

your words listed below? Eg. Adding s/es/ed/ing 
 

Monday Wednesday Thursday 

   

   

   
 

 

Wednesday 20th May 

Contractions 

Match the two words with the correct contraction. 

did not don’t  wouldn’t they are 

I have I’ll  they’re we are 

I will didn’t  can’t would not 

do not I’m  weren’t can not 

I am I’ve  we’re were not 

 

Homophones 

Circle the correct word in the brackets. 

(We’re  Where) going to the beach on Sunday. 

Fred (weren’t  wasn’t) able to ride his bike. 

I (hasn’t   haven’t) been rock climbing before. 

Did you know (his  he’s) leaving this school? 

‘(Your  You’re) late!’ said the police officer. 



          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          
 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          
 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          
 

 


